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Antinomy: The Use, Rights, And Regulation Of Laboratory Animals

I. INTRODUCTION

Dear Ann Landers:

I read recently that an animal shelter in Chicago destroyed 110 cats over a single weekend because of an unusually large overflow.

When I saw that story, I was reminded of the time dozens of pickets carrying ugly signs marched around the Chicago Sun-Times building, blasting Ann Landers because of her stand on animal experimentation.

I find it very odd that these animal lovers believe it is all right to kill cats because they can't find homes for them. Yet they raise hell with you because you advocate the use of animals to further the cause of medical research.

This does not sound rational to me. Please address the subject in your column.

/s/ Perplexed in Arlington Heights

Dear Perplexed:

Most animal lovers are rational people. Those who are not are unreachable and unteachable.

Would you believe that some readers suggested that animal experimentation be halted and prisoners, the elderly and mentally retarded be used instead?2

Without the use of animal models we could never have conquered polio, diphtheria, mumps, hepatitis and measles. Without animal models cancer research would come to a screeching halt. To me there is little room for argument. But the fanatics are out there in large numbers with plenty of money to espouse their cause. You can be sure, however, that I shall not back down an inch.3

In recent years, the problem, plight, and philosophy behind the use of animals in laboratories, schools, and industries has caused many to formulate an opinion on animal experimentation. It is simple to postulate a Monday morning quarterback philosophy — merely weigh the value of a nameless, faceless, unfeeling animal against the value

1. Antinomy is "[a] term used in logic and law to denote a real or apparent inconsistency or conflict between two authorities or propositions." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 86 (5th ed. 1979). See also C. BARNHART, THE NEW AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY 55 (1966) (defining antinomy as "the mutual contradiction of two principles or correctly drawn inferences, each of which is supported by reason"). The term was first associated with animal rights in Note, Toward Legal Rights for Laboratory Animals?, 10 J. LEGIS. 198, 211 (1983).

2. This author has found no published source material which espouses this view by animal advocates.

of medical research which may eventually lead to a cure for cancer, AIDS, or some other dreaded disease. The choice seems simple.

However, there exist in the United States and other countries, places where animals are blinded, poisoned, set on fire, electrocuted, clubbed, cut, and otherwise tortured, while fully conscious, without the benefit of pain killers or tranquilizers, all in the name of scientific research. Many of these animals were once named pets. All have faces and feelings. Medical research which makes use of laboratory animals is not always conducted to find a cure for cancer, AIDS, or other human diseases; researchers may use animals for insignificant data collection—data that could be gathered through more effective, alternative methods. The value of such research, therefore, is less obvious. Yet, there persists the "little room for argument," "fanatic" stigma in addressing the conflict between the rights of laboratory animals and the need for their experimental use.

This comment examines the nature of the arguments between animal rights advocates and those in favor of the continued use of laboratory animals for research; the parties and their positions will be identified. Consideration will be given to (1) a brief overview of the historical and philosophical basis of the animal rights movement, (2) an examination of whether animals and their particular advocates have standing to bring suit in the courts, (3) an examination of current federal and state regulations concerning laboratory animals and the effect of these laws upon recent court decisions, and (4) a discussion of proposed changes in the law and proposed alternatives to the use of laboratory animals.

I. THE BATTLE: WHO AND WHY

During the past ten years, the Animal Rights Movement, a political, moral, and philosophical movement, has grown in numbers, political clout, and aggressive voice. The recent advancement of the movement has been attributed to a variety of explanations, including a general recognition of philosophical and ethical principles contrary to current scientific and ecological insights. Although there are numerous writings on the advancement of animals' basic legal rights,
perhaps the most controversial topic, and the least addressed in legal journals, is the specific use of animals in scientific research. A forthright analysis of this topic requires a delicate balance of animal welfare against potential medical advancements which benefit man.

A. The Armies

Animal advocates, often called anti-vivisectionists, are generally

osopohical theme); T. Regan, All That Dwell Therein, Animal Rights and Environmental Ethics (1982) [hereinafter cited as All That Dwell] (a series of essays discussing the rights of animals and the effect of those rights upon environmental ethics); T. Regan, The Case For Animal Rights (1983) [hereinafter cited as Animal Rights] (exploring various viewpoints advanced on animal rights); P. Singer, Animal Liberation: A New Ethics For Our Treatment of Animals (1975) (considered the forerunner of later writings on the animal rights movement).


This comment deals solely with the use of laboratory animals, their rights and regulation. Other potentially controversial issues beyond the scope of this comment include vegetarianism, the use of animal products and furs, zoos and other commercial forms of entertainment involving animals, hunting, trapping, and fishing. For further discussion in these and other areas of animal rights, see generally P. Batten, Living Trophies (1976) (discussing the treatment and exploitation of animals in zoos, and presenting evidence which indicates zoos may become the source for wild animals needed in laboratory experimentation in the wake of government restrictions on animal importation); P. Crowe, The Empty Ark, Travels in Search of Vanishing Wildlife (1977) (addressing various issues in the conservation of animal wildlife); P. Curtis, The Animal Shelter (1984) (realistic view of how pound seizure laws affect animal shelters); K. O'Connor, Sharing the Kingdom (1984) (a well-rounded discussion of all topics dealing with animal rights; it is suitable for children and young adults); O. Schell, Modern Meat, Antibiotics, Hormones and the Pharmaceutical Farm (1984) (a companion book for understanding the philosophy behind vegetarianism and animal production for food; explaining how drugs, chemicals, and exotic feeds given to animals for slaughter may actually cause cancer and other health risks in humans); Fox, USDA Animal Research Under Fire, 35 BioScience 6 (Jan. 1985) (lawsuit filed by an animal activist to stop genetic engineering research).

9. "Even as research controls are stiffened and alternatives are explored, an irreducible philosophical chasm will divide animal rights proponents from most biomedical scientists." Increasingly Intense Battle, supra note 8. Evidence of growing public awareness includes the efforts of 40,000 animal advocates who demonstrated worldwide as part of the first "World Day for Laboratory Animals." See It's Time to Stop Treating Animals As If They Were Pieces of Property, L.A. Daily J., June 29, 1983 at 4, col. 3 [hereinafter cited as It's Time to Stop]. For a source of balanced viewpoints and historical material on many of the issues raised in this comment, see generally A. Rowan, Of Mice, Models & Men: A Critical Evaluation of Animal Research (1984).

10. Not all those who use animals in science are "vivisectors." Not all (the literal meaning of the word) "cut living organisms." For example, many of those who test the toxicological (harmful) effects of various chemicals do not cut animals and thus are not vivisectors. This does not mean that we cannot
divided into three groups: (1) animal rights groups or animal legislationists, whose general purpose is to study the issues involved, and through protests and campaigns, use peaceful methods to effect changes in the law and in society's treatment of and sentiment toward animals; (2) animal liberationists, who generally advocate the use of such radical methods as violence, destruction, and stealing of laboratory animals to draw attention to animal issues; and (3) animal welfare groups, who have a general concern for the care and treatment of animals, but usually lend only collateral support for effecting change.

The opposition is also composed of basically three groups: (1) biological and medical researchers; (2) toxicological testing and industrial researchers; and (3) educational researchers. In this battle over the use of animals, neither side has taken a backseat, but instead, both compete in the media, in Congress, in state legislatures.

All that dwell, supra note 7, at 62-63. "Vivisection" is a word derived from the Latin vivus (living) and sectio (cutting), meaning the cutting of living organisms. See A. Rowan, supra note 9, at 23.

11. For a comprehensive list of animal legislationist groups, see K. O'Connor, supra note 8, at 134-39.


13. Animal welfare groups have been strongly criticized by both animal liberationists and legislationists on the grounds that their literature and publicity emphasizes the needs of dogs, cats, and other wildlife, but ignores the "rightless" animals used in laboratory research. See P. Singer, supra note 7, at 241-45. "Thus people come to think of 'animal welfare' as something for kindly ladies who are dotty about cats, and not as a cause founded on basic principles of justice and morality." Id. at 242.

14. Medical and biological research is big business in the United States. "The annual expenditure in this country for medical research, the majority involving the use of animals, is $10 billion made up of $6 billion of the taxpayers' money and $4 billion sponsored by industry." NIH Funding of U of P Head Injury Laboratory Suspended, Int'l Soc'y for Animal Rights Rep., Aug. 1985, at 2 (emphasis in original) [hereinafter cited as NIH Funding]. Contrary to the beliefs of animal advocates, medical researchers claim that animals receive proper care, for both humanitarian and scientific reasons. It's Time To Stop, supra note 9, at 4, col. 5. However, the scientific community fears that public misunderstanding of the issue may effectively eliminate many worthwhile programs. See Fight Over Animal Experiments Gains Intensity on Many Fronts, N.Y. Times, May 7, 1985, at C1, col. 3.

15. See P. Singer, supra note 7, at 49-54 (discussing various toxicological tests). See also infra notes 72 and 76.

16. See infra note 181. Military schools and other defense medical teams were to discuss the effects of gunshot wounds through the testing conducted on dogs. See Sun, A Push for Animal Welfare Bills, Science, Aug. 1983, at 633.

17. Although animal advocates have actively sought recognition over the past fifteen years, biomedical researchers and other scientific groups are now launching their own independent campaigns. The campaigns include public interviews and even the
tures,\textsuperscript{19} and in grass-roots campaigns.\textsuperscript{20}

"We are in an era, let’s hope a brief one, of exceptionally high-intensity activism seeking to redefine man’s relationship to animals," Larry L. Horton, a Stanford University Vice President, warned medical school officials at a recent meeting. "This is no time to catnap in the back of the bus."\textsuperscript{21}

B. The Cause

Then God said, ‘Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; and let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky, and over the cattle and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth.’\textsuperscript{22}

\begin{quote}
All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,
The Lord God made them all.\textsuperscript{23}
\end{quote}

Although Judeo-Christian ethics establish a belief in fostering kindness in man,\textsuperscript{24} commentators have interpreted Biblical refer-

\begin{quote}
production of a pro-research video entitled “Will I Be All Right, Doctor?” The video features children whose lives have been saved through laboratory research which employed animals. See Increasingly Intense Battle, supra note 8.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
18. See infra notes 147, 148 and accompanying text.
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
20. Students in high schools and colleges are speaking out against required dissection in school laboratories. One student group is called Student Action Corps For Animals, formed for the purpose of important lobbying and grass-roots efforts. See K. O’CONNOR, supra note 8, at 130-33.
\end{quote}

Tom Regan, a leading author and advocate for animal rights, has counseled students on high school and college levels to resist participation in required laboratory experiments. As a result of his efforts, North Carolina State University "became the first American university to study the effects of recognizing the rights of students to be ‘conscientious objectors’ to such experiments." Ecenbarger, The Guru of Animal Rights, ESQUIRE, Jan. 1985, at 66. See also infra note 175.

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
23. The Statement is attributed to Cecil Frances Alexander, who lived from 1818 to 1895. See Alexander, Preface to J. Herrion, ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL (1975).
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
24. “And so, as those who have been chosen of God, holy and beloved, put on the heart of compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience . . . .” Colossians 3:12 (New American Standard) (footnotes omitted).
\end{quote}
ences as encouraging man's superiority over animals. During the Middle Ages, Thomas Aquinas stated that animals were unreasoning and without the equivalent of a human soul. Although kindness was encouraged, it was only to benefit the spiritual growth of man, not to acknowledge rights for animals. Later, Rene Descartes extended the earlier philosophies of Aristotle and Aquinas to conclude that because animals were without the ability to reason, they were also unable to feel pain. In the 19th century, Darwin introduced the "survival of the fittest" theory which argued that man was the fittest animal in the jungle and that his domination was necessary for a proper social order. These philosophies have developed into a current belief held by most of society that the protection of animals is only for the benefit of man as part of his ecosystem, and to appease our consciences to "do right" in the world. "Animals are dealt 'rights' only when humans have playing cards to spare."

At one time in the United States, Blacks, Chinese, women, and unborn children were all without many currently recognized rights.

25. "Christian theology, with its anthropocentric world view, reinforced the idea of human superiority." Burr, Toward Legal Rights for Animals, 4 ENVTL. AFF. 205, 206 (1975). In Mark 5:2-13, Jesus sent unclean spirits into a herd of swine, which caused the animals, about 2,000 of them, to rush into the sea and drown. Concerning this passage, St. Augustine wrote:

Christ himself shows that to refrain from the killing of animals and the destroying of plants is the height of superstition, for judging that there are no common rights between us and the beasts and trees, he sent the devils into a herd of swine and with a curse withered the tree on which he found no fruit . . . . Surely the swine had not sinned, nor had the tree.


26. See Burr, supra note 25, at 207.
27. Id.
28. Id. at 206.
29. For a detailed discussion of Rene Descartes, other philosophers, and how philosophy has been related to the animal rights movement, see Animal Rights, supra note 1, at 4-27.
30. "Animals are," Descartes observed, "like clocks: they are able to do some things better than we can, just as a clock can keep better time; but, like the clock, animals are not conscious." Id. at 3 (emphasis added). However, even rats quickly learn to avoid unpleasant sensations (when tested by laboratory brain researchers) and have measureable pleasure centers in their brain, as do cats, dogs, monkeys, apes, and dolphins. R. Freedman & J. Morrius, The Brains of Animals and Man 61-62 (1972). See also supra note 4.
32. Under the common law, animals were traditionally viewed merely as property and their rights were governed by property law. See Plierson v. Post, 3 Cal. R. 175 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1805). See also infra note 152.
33. Note, supra note 1, at 211.
34. Stone, Should Trees Have Standing? Toward Legal Rights for Natural Objects,
Similarly, rights for animals are thought of by many to be laughable, especially in the face of overcrowded courts and an overburdened legal system.

The fact is, that each time there is a movement to confer rights onto some new "entity," the proposal is bound to sound odd and frightening or laughable. This is partly because until the rightless thing receives its rights, we cannot see it as anything but a thing for the use of "us"—those who are holding rights at the time.

To eliminate the oddity of giving rights to animals it is important to recognize the value of animals simply in their existence apart from their use or validation by humans. Such recognition, however, would require a great change in society's attitude toward animals. Some argue that a constitutional amendment would be necessary to truly protect animals.

Modernity, the animal rights movement is credited in large part to


35. Perhaps humor may be an indication of the uneasy awareness of new and potentially threatening issues. See id. at 455 n.23a. Black humor books and paraphernalia using animals are abundant. See ROLLING STONE, Nov. 7, 1985, at 70, col. 3 (The advertisement states, "Earl the Dead Cat lets you say farewell to smelly cat food, litter boxes, and live cats that shed and go into heat. Earl is a cuddly, under-stuffed, and very dead toy cat complete with his own death certificate."). See also generally Stone, supra note 34.

36. See generally Stone, supra note 34, at 455 (emphasis in original).

37. Specifically, animal welfare advocates argue that animals should be granted rights including, but not limited to, the following: (1) the right to develop in a natural and stress-free environment; (2) the right of access to human guardians who would promote their legal and political positions; (3) freedom from slaughter, coerced experimentation, and cruelty; (4) the right to proper medical treatment; (5) the same right to euthanasia that humans might possess; (6) the right to legal adoption by a human desiring companionship, governed by a procedure to assure the fitness of the human for the adoption; and (7) the right to life independent of human needs. See Note, The Rights of Nonhuman Animals and World Public Order: A Global Assessment, 28 N.Y.L. SCH.L. REV. 377, 385-88 (1983). For a further discussion of guardianships for animals, see Comment, Rights for Nonhuman Animals: A Guardianship Model For Dogs and Cats, 14 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 484 (1977); Galvin, What Rights For Animals: A Modest Proposal, ANIMAL L. REP., Winter 1984-85, at 2 (a publication of the American Bar Association, Young Lawyers Division, Animal Protection Committee).

the Australian philosopher, Peter Singer, who in 1975 wrote the bible of the movement, *Animal Liberation: A New Ethics For Our Treatment of Animals.* In the book Singer describes a new philosophy toward man's relationship with animals and asserts that animals have feelings and intrinsic rights. Animal rights groups have used Singer's arguments to fuel their struggle to end all use of animals in laboratory research. Animals, which had historically been thought of as objects for man's use and domination, are now elevated to the center of the battle between animal advocates and scientific research advocates. To understand this battle, it is important to grasp the breadth of our society's love for animals, its current use of animals, and the often violent course in which the conflict over animal rights has taken us.

II. FOR ANIMALS: THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE UGLY

A. *The Good*

Society loves animals. Whether for entertainment or companionship, our love of animals is evident in books, films, television, and advertising. We have made animals talk, walk, feel, love, and hurt in our depictions of them. Pets in the United States are pampered and

that the monkeys be used "exclusively . . . for the benefit of all peoples of the world.")


40. "Nearly all the external signs which lead us to infer pain in other humans can be seen in other species, especially the species most closely related to us—other species of mammals, and birds." *Id.* at 12.

41. See *supra* notes 22, 25 and accompanying text.

42. Preceding Singer's book, an article depicting (with graphic photographs) the mistreatment of animals sold to laboratories by "dealers" incited public outrage and prompted passage of the Animal Welfare Act of 1966. See *infra* notes 134, 135 and accompanying text; Concentration Camps for Dogs, LIFE, Feb. 4, 1966, at 22.

43. See *infra* note 46 and accompanying text.

44. See *infra* notes 51, 66 and accompanying text.

45. See *infra* notes 85-89 and accompanying text.

46. Throughout history, animals have held a place of honor in many societies. Myths regarding animals are historically prevalent. Ancient Egyptians, who worshipped cats and could be executed for killing one, surrendered in a state of fear and horror when Persian King Cambyses II flung cats over the walls of the city. See B. Seuling, *Elephants Can't Jump and Other Freaky Facts About Animals* 65 (1985).

47. Motion pictures and best-selling novels have portrayed animal researchers as cruel torturers and have portrayed laboratory animals as having human characteristics. See, e.g., R. O'Brien, *MRS. FRISBY AND THE RATS OF NIMH* (1971). Walt Disney based its movie, "The Secret of NIMH," on this book, which deals with rats who gain human intelligence after being subjected to harsh laboratory experiments. The rats retold their experiences, with human emotion: "When my turn came, the door of my cage slid open just enough for Dr. Schultz to put his gloved hand through. I cowered to the back of the cage . . . I was powerless." *Id.* at 110.
adored. Unusual stories about animals are newsworthy. Hospit-
tals and institutions presently use animals as pets in therapy pro-
grams. Additionally, animals are used as hearing dogs for the deaf,
as emotional help for preschoolers, as therapy animals for troubled
children at farm schools, as guide dogs for the blind, as therapeutic
riding horses, and as helpers for the handicapped. Studies have
shown that animals can help reduce blood pressure, lower stress, and
increase creativity, exercise, security, communication, intimacy, and
continuity for humans.

In the quest to do good for all humanity through the curing of dis-
eease, we have used animals as a convenient, economical method of
gathering scientific data for medicinal, industrial, and educational
purposes. Animals are currently being used in the fight against
AIDS, cancer, diabetes, and heart disease. All these diseases are ob-

48. See, e.g., PEOPLE MAG., Sept. 16, 1985, at 13-20 (special advertising section fea-
turing the richest cats in the world and how they live).

49. Most recently, newspapers have carried the story of “Humphrey” a humpback
whale whose misadventures took him up the Sacramento River sixty miles from his
ocean home. See Humphrey the Errant Whale Now Wired for Sound, L.A. Times,
Nov. 9, 1985, § 1, at 3, col. 3.

50. See B. White, BETTY WHITE'S PET LOVE 146-92 (1983). Dr. Aline H. Kidd, pro-
fessor of psychology at Mills College, explains that animals give humans a chance to
associate with a living being “who doesn’t judge, doesn’t argue back, doesn’t have
prejudices, biases, preconceptions and definitions which don’t agree with yours — and,
above all else, they don’t tell on you.” Id. at 20-21.

51. See generally P. Curtis, ANIMAL PARTNERS (1983). For a history of how ani-
mals have helped man, see generally E. Hyams, ANIMALS IN THE SERVICE OF MAN
(1973).

52. See B. White, supra note 50, at 15-28. For a general bibliography of sources
dealing with pet therapy and established programs, see id. at 261-78. Included is a dis-
cussion of The Latham Foundation, an established research center dedicated to hu-
mane education, whose recent work has involved human/animal bond therapy. Id. at
240-41, 249 app.

53. In the past, Louis Pasteur used dogs in his research to develop a rabies vacci-
nation. Researchers Banting and Best used dogs in their research leading to the con-
trol of diabetes through insulin. See Animals in Science: Laboratory Animal
Medicine, RESEARCH NEWS, Feb.-Mar. 1978, at 1 (a publication of the University of
Michigan which includes an in-depth look at the University’s Unit for Laboratory
Animal Medicine).

54. See Labs Already Take Steps to Protect the Animals’ Health and Welfare, L.A.
Daily J., June 29, 1983, at 4, col. 5. “Is the compassion of the vandals limited to ani-
imals? What about the humans who may not be helped as a result of the disruption of
the experiments?” L.A. Daily J., Dec. 24, 1984, at 4, col. 1 (editorial). See also Califor-
nia Universities Block Animal Rights Bill, SCI. MAG., Sept. 12, 1983, at 934 (lobbying
by biomedical researchers included testimony by a soap opera superstar, who cam-
paigns for research against juvenile diabetes and heart transplant patients, extolling
the benefits of research); Vaccine Found to Prevent Herpes in Lab Animals: First
Steps to Human Antidote, L.A. Times, May 3, 1985, § 1, at 4, col. 1 (animal experimen-
tation uncovers a genetically engineered herpes vaccine which may prevent initial and
viously worthwhile concerns. However, it appears hypocritical that society expresses its love for animals so openly and warmly, and then allows cold, uncaring treatment of animals in disease research. Perhaps this aspect of animal use is a cold reality with which society must live. Without the use of animals in research to find a cure for these diseases, there would perhaps be no cures. Acknowledging some need to use animals for disease research, a world where animals are appreciated for their own intrinsic value and for their lifesaving contributions to important disease research remains only an ideal. There still exists a world where research is not lifesaving and animals are not respected.

B. The Bad

For over thirteen years, the University of Pennsylvania Head Injury Clinic has received federal funding to conduct experiments regarding the effects of brain concussions and whiplash in order to later outbreaks of herpes). "Animals are probed, infected, and drugged to explore the causes and potential cures of unconquered diseases, including cancer, Alzheimer's disease and acquired immune deficiency syndrome." Fight Over Animal Experiments Gains Intensity on Many Fronts, supra note 14; 4 Monkeys Given Virus That Causes AIDS-Like Disease, L.A. Times, Mar. 1, 1984, § 1, at 3, col. 1. Contra Friends of Animals, Inc. Actionline Newsletter, Mar. 1985, at 1, 3. The Medical Research Modernization Committee, comprised of doctors and professionals, has determined that the following experiments are unnecessary: (1) psychological research, including human behavioral and mental problems; (2) abuse and addiction studies involving alcohol, drugs, and smoking; and (3) trauma and impact studies, including burns, wounds, and poisons. MEDICAL RESEARCH MODERNIZATION COMMITTEE, RESPONSE TO THE MEDIA, MEDICAL RESEARCH QUESTION & ANSWER HANDBOOK 9-10, 14 (undated).

55. "'Nobody wants to use animals when there are other alternatives,'" countered Dr. Estelle Ramey, professor of physiology at Georgetown University. "'But we have to give priority to human life. If I have to choose, I'd rather have on my tombstone that I was my sisters' and brothers' keeper than that I was kind to animals.'" Increasingly Intense Battle, supra note 8 (quoting Dr. Estelle Ramey).


57. See generally P. SINGER, supra note 7.

58. See supra note 54.

59. Contra Gates, Saint Francis of the Catskills, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 3, 1984, at 8. Justin McCarthy, once a high-living New York public relations man, now runs a poor farm for animals and sleeps in an unheated chicken coop with dogs that need his immediate attention. Animals that are brought to the farm are well fed and well trained, make friends, and have acres on which to run and play. McCarthy devotes his life to the healing of animals, without recompense. Concerning one of his animals, McCarthy commented,

Now I got a little dog up here . . . Mr. Wonderful . . . He'd been tied to a post in a dark basement. He couldn't see and now I've got him seein'; he was naked as a jaybird and I've got him all cleared up . . . Watch him runnin' around 90 miles an hour . . . if you could harness that energy you could power the world.'

Id.
The experiments involved the smashing of primates' skulls with a piston blow of up to 1000 g's, without the use of adequate anesthesia. The experimenters were filmed mocking the injured animals,flopping dazed primates around a table, and taunting an injured primate to shake hands. After portions of the taped film were stolen and shown on network television, U.S. Health and Human Services Secretary, Margaret Heckler, ordered the National Institutes of Health to suspend the clinic's funding. Evidence indicates that these tests will provide little, if any, help to physicians.

60. See NIH Funding, supra note 14, at 1-2; A Member Speaks Out, INT'L. SOC'Y FOR ANIMAL RTS. REP., Aug. 1985, at 6.

61. The term "g" represents the measurement of the acceleration of an object in relation to the force of gravitational attraction between that object and the earth. The measurement of the acceleration of gravity, a single "g," is equal to a gravitational constant times the Earth's mass divided by its radius squared. 8 Encyclopedia Britanica 287 (15th ed. 1977) (Macropedia: Knowledge in Depth).


63. Id. ("As you can see, B-10 is alive . . . B-10 wishes his counterpart well. B-10 is watching and hoping for a good result. He says, 'you're going to rescue me from this, aren't you?' "). Cruel treatment of animals, perpetrated by adults, may indicate a psychological imbalance. Studies show that cruelty to animals, especially dogs and cats, by children may represent abnormally aggressive behavior and a serious conduct disorder. See Felthous, Childhood Cruelty to Cats, Dogs and Other Animals, 9 BULL. AM. ACAD. PSYCHIATRY & LAW 48 (1981). "Cruelty is an important item to inquire about in the assessment of abnormal aggression: a thorough history of this behavior can serve as a diagnostic window for viewing other dimensions of aggression." Id. at 52.

64. The Animal Liberation Front entered University of Pennsylvania Laboratories in May, 1984 and stole approximately 60 hours of videotapes of the experiments. NIH Funding, supra note 14, at 1.

65. Experiments had been funded by $14 million in taxpayer dollars. The National Institutes of Health report was quickly completed due to pressure exerted by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, led by Alex Pacheco, Chairman, who organized a sit-in at the Institute in Bethesda, Maryland. Id.

66. Id. at 6.

As an emergency physician I do not see how this particular investigation will in any way change my own evaluation of the head injured human patient, nor does it seem likely that a neuro-surgeon will find much assistance in long term management. Much of the Gennarelli work is rendered obsolete by the new CT scanners which essentially diagnose those head injuries, such as subdural hematoma, that are amenable to surgical intervention. For the type of chronic diffuse cerebral injury the U of P experiment causes, I see little chance of a breakthrough from such inelegant work.

Id.

Increasing pressure from within the medical/research community itself, resulting in a "publish or perish" philosophy, may aid the growth of future trivial research, as well as decrease the quality of patient care. "A doctor's merit is no longer rated on how many patients he cures but how many papers he publishes in learned journals. This has encouraged a great deal of trivial research and often there has been a decline in the standards of clinical care." Mayo, Against a Scientific Justification of Animal Experiments, in ETHICS AND ANIMALS, supra note 7, at 359.
The University of Pennsylvania scandal is the most recent of those uncovered by animal rights groups.\textsuperscript{67} However, it is important to note that many other programs of questionable validity have been funded by the United States government.\textsuperscript{68} Although many would agree that effective research, using animals as the only means of gathering accurate data, is legitimate, few can argue that research done with flagrant disregard for humane treatment of animals,\textsuperscript{69} at great cost to taxpayers and without significant results, should be tolerated.\textsuperscript{70}

The second area of flagrant abuse of animals is in the toxicological/industrial testing field. Two tests, the Draize test and the Lethal Dose 50 test are most widely discussed.\textsuperscript{71} The Draize test is routinely used by pharmaceutical and cosmetic companies to test the toxicity of products such as cosmetics, shampoos, and oven cleaners.\textsuperscript{72} The test involves the dropping of chemical poisons into the unprotected eyes...
of rabbits while they are fully conscious. Although there have been some changes in the Food and Drug Administration and other governmental agency standards for this test, it is still commonly used despite its inaccuracy and the availability of alternative testing.

The Lethal Dose 50 (LD50) test is widely used to test the toxicity of new chemicals introduced on the market, and is routinely required by governmental agencies. The test often employs as many as sixty to one hundred animals to determine the amount of a product which will kill fifty percent of the test group of animals. This test, like the Draize test, is highly inaccurate and although alternatives exist, it is still widely used.

In addition to being subjected to flawed and inhumane scientific experimentation, animals are often used by educational and other institutions for various testing. In 1983, the Pentagon set up four laboratories around the country to train doctors for combat duty, with a fifth to be called the Wound Laboratory. The laboratory would be used to anesthetize and restrain up to eighty pigs and dogs. These animals would then be shot in the legs, treated, and then killed, in a simulation allegedly duplicating war conditions.

73. Id.
74. See id. at 2. New testing to develop an alternative to the Draize test includes work done by Rockefeller University's Laboratory Animal Research Center in New York and at the Medical College of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. See A Farewell to the Draize Test, HEALTH, Nov. 1983, at 14. However, the test was still being used, with protest against it, as recently as October 8, 1985. People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals erected a giant thirty-by-forty-foot banner near the Capitol in Washington, D.C. depicting a rabbit with his eye blinded. See Thousand Oaks News Chronicle, Oct. 8, 1985, at 12, col. 3 (Associated Press photo).
75. See Medical Research Modernization Committee, supra note 72, at 3-6. See also K. O'CONNOR, supra note 8, at 93-94; A. ROWAN, supra note 9, at 203-28; P. SINGER, supra note 7, at 49-54.
76. See supra note 70 and accompanying text. See also The Case Against LD-50 Test and Products Liability Litigation, ANIMAL L. REP., Winter 1984-85, at 2.
77. See Friends of Animals, Inc., The Case Against the LD 50 Test(undated).
78. For information regarding proposed alternative tests and the Environmental Protection Agency guidelines, see Lots of Talk About LD 50, SCIENCE, Dec. 9, 1983, at 1106; Hubbard & Young, The LD50 - A Tradition in Need of Change, 252 J. A.M.A. 3249 (1984); New EPA Rules Set to Reduce Harm to Laboratory Animals, L.A. Daily J., Aug. 30, 1984, at 3, col. 3; Alternatives to Test Animals Sought, Test-Tube Techniques May Satisfy Research Demands, L.A. Times, June 16, 1984, §1A, at 7, col. 1 (Johns Hopkins Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing has received funding from the Cosmetic, Toiletry and Fragrance Association).
79. See supra notes 68 and 70.
80. The Ford Motor Company used baboons to test the effect of high speed crashes. See Chambers & Hines, Recent Developments Concerning The Use of Animals in Medical Research, 4 J. LEGAL MED. 109, 111 (1983).
fense Secretary Caspar Weinberger shut down the facility before it opened as a result of intense public pressure and outrage.\textsuperscript{82}

It is estimated that sixty to one hundred million animals are used in research each year.\textsuperscript{83} These figures are far from accurate, since minimal reporting guidelines are enforced.\textsuperscript{84}

\textbf{C. The Ugly}

In response to the growing momentum of the animal rights movement and the public outrage over the abuse of laboratory animals, a radical, underground group known as the Animal Liberation Front has come into existence.\textsuperscript{85} It is a guarded and anonymous group—members call you, you do not contact them.\textsuperscript{86} The group generally strikes at night, breaking into research laboratories, destroying equipment, and vandalizing the facility, after removing all the animals.\textsuperscript{87}

A recent raid on the New York fur district left a slogan spray painted on a local synagogue, comparing the animal killings to the Nazi holocaust.\textsuperscript{88} "'There's a parallel here. Under Nazism one group exploited and tried to exterminate another. Well, that's happening to millions of foxes, lynxes and other animals today . . . .'"\textsuperscript{89} Most Animal Liberation Front members were previously involved in other movements\textsuperscript{90} and believe that their actions are the only swift way to eliminate the inhumane treatment of animals in laboratory research.\textsuperscript{91} Researchers, however, liken the group to the Irish Republican Army (IRA) and Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), fearing the group's actions will set back research on cures to life-threatening diseases, such as cancer and AIDS.\textsuperscript{92} Public sentiment against the violent tactics employed by the Animal Liberation Front may in the long run be a detriment to the attempts of moderate legislationists who are attempting to effect change through the law.\textsuperscript{93}

\textsuperscript{82} Id. See also Sun, supra note 16, at 633.
\textsuperscript{83} Figures have ranged from 63 million animals to at least 200 million animals. See P. Singer, supra note 7, at 32-33; Animal Rights, L.A. Daily J., May 8, 1985, at 4, col. 3; It's Time to Stop, supra note 9.
\textsuperscript{84} See P. Singer, supra note 7, at 32-33.
\textsuperscript{85} See Zealots, supra note 12, at 1, col. 3.
\textsuperscript{86} See Starr, Equal Rights, AUDUBON, Nov. 1984, at 30, 34.
\textsuperscript{87} See Zealots, supra note 12, at 1, col. 3.
\textsuperscript{88} See Starr, supra note 86, at 34.
\textsuperscript{89} Id. (quoting "Sonya," an unidentified member of the Animal Liberation Front).
\textsuperscript{90} See Zealots, supra note 12. Animal advocates in the past were chiefly legislationists. See supra note 11 and accompanying text. However, the liberationists active now have borrowed much of their philosophy and tactics from more militant environmentalists, such as those involved in Greenpeace. See New Militants, supra note 6.
\textsuperscript{91} See New Militants, supra note 6, at 2, col. 3.
\textsuperscript{92} Id.
\textsuperscript{93} See, e.g., The Misguided, L.A. Times, Apr. 23, 1985, § 2, at 4, col. 2. See also
Assuming that safeguards are necessary, if only to protect animals against irresponsible, inhumane, or unnecessary treatment, the law must respond to the changing sentiment toward animal rights and the amount of attention this issue has received. Is the law, in its present state, equipped to provide such safeguards, and if not, what changes should be made? Has the law effectively dealt with these issues in the past?

III. THE LAW AND ANIMALS

A. Standing for Animals

Enforcement of existing animal research laws occurs at both the federal and state levels. Generally, persons empowered under federal law to enforce animal protection laws are governed by the United States Department of Agriculture. Several bureaucratic steps exist between the notice of violation and subsequent enforcement of present federal laws, including license revocations. Agents who enforce the federal law are not empowered to arrest violators; they spend most of their time with paperwork, not enforcement. Although animals, in a sense, have standing through these agencies, their protection is largely ineffective and cosmetic.

The states have similar methods of enforcing state animal cruelty laws. In Massachusetts, for example, the Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (MSPCA) is charged with enforcement of animal cruelty laws. The Massachusetts system of

---

*University Releases Sketch of Suspect in Animal Thefts, L.A. Times, Apr. 23, 1985, § 2, at 3, col. 1 (group calls for action to make stealing animals a federal offense).*

94. See, e.g., supra notes 64, 65, and accompanying text.

95. For a general discussion of standing as it relates to environmental issues beyond the scope of this comment, see generally Stone, supra note 34.

96. See 7 U.S.C. §§ 2132(b), 2146(a) (1982).


98. Chambers & Hines, supra note 80, at 121-22.

99. Id.

100. In order to aid federal enforcement, states have made attempts to police the field themselves. One of the most active state campaigns to broaden state police powers to inspect research laboratories has been instituted in the California State Senate by Senator David Roberti. Proposed legislation would broaden the inspection rights of state humane officers in order to complement the work of federal inspectors. See Cal. SB 883, 1983-84 Reg. Sess. The bill is criticized by animal advocates because past state inspections, conducted since 1905, have failed to uncover any significant violations, despite evidence compiled by animal activists which revealed gross violations. See *Covert Aid For Animal Exploiters*, INT’L SOC’Y FOR ANIMAL RTS. REP., Aug. 1985, at 5.

enforcement is better than most state systems. The state agents receive specialized training but have no authority to arrest and prosecute violators. Officers conserve time, money, and manpower by concentrating on flagrant violators, and issuing warnings to others. As a result the humane treatment of animals is more effectively protected.

Beyond standing to sue based on statutory grounds, animal rights groups have attempted to gain legal standing to protect the rights of animals in the courts, but have failed. The United States Supreme Court has held that standing requires a showing of an invasion of a legal right or a "zone of interests to be protected or regulated by the statute or constitutional guarantee in question." Animal rights advocates argue that granting them standing to sue would help protect animals against inhumane treatment. Although the courts have been unwilling to acknowledge such standing, Justice Douglas has found nonhuman entities to have standing, based on the Court's recognition of such legal entitlement in ships and corporations.

Animal rights advocates were granted standing in Animal Welfare Institute v. Kreps to challenge the lifting of a moratorium which would allow importation of baby sealskin furs from South Af-

102. Id. See also infra note 154 for a comprehensive listing of state anti-cruelty statutes.
104. See Chambers & Hines, supra note 80, at 122. Animal advocates, however, have criticized the Massachusetts system because no significant legal action has ever been taken by a state humane officer against any research laboratory, although inspection power has existed since 1959. See Covert Aid For Animal Explorers, supra note 100, at 5. See also Dichter, Legal Definitions of Cruelty and Animal Rights, 7 ENVTL. AFF. 147 (1978).
105. See Association of Data Processing Serv. Org., Inc. v. Camp, 397 U.S. 150, 153 (1969) ("one of property, one arising out of contract, one protected against tortious invasion, or one founded on a statute which confers a privilege").
106. Id. See also Barlow v. Collins, 397 U.S. 159, 164 (1969) ("personal stake and interest").
107. The New York Supreme Court, Appellate Division, reversed a former decision allowing animal welfare groups and individuals to sue certain zoos. "It is not sufficient for plaintiffs to allege, or even prove, they could do a better job than the public officials as neither they nor the courts have been given that responsibility." Jones v. Beame, 56 A.D.2d 778, 779, 392 N.Y.S.2d 444, 445 (1977). See also Dichter, supra note 104, at 150-51.
108. After discussing the law as it related to ships and corporations, Justice Douglas argued for giving standing to a river: "The river as plaintiff speaks for the ecological unit of life that is part of it. Those people who have a meaningful relation to that body of water . . . must be able to speak for the values which the river represents and which are threatened with destruction." Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 743 (1972) (Douglas, J., dissenting). The majority held, however, that valid interests which invoke legal standing must be those of human beings, not of the environment itself. Id. at 734-35.

For an extended discussion of Morton and its impact on the animal rights movement, see Stone, supra note 34; Dichter, supra note 104, at 147-49.

The advocates "alleged injury to the recreational, aesthetic, scientific, and educational interests of its members." The court held that "[w]here an act is expressly motivated by considerations of humaneness toward animals, who are uniquely incapable of defending their own interests in court, it strikes us as eminently logical to allow groups specifically concerned with animal welfare to invoke the aid of the courts in enforcing the statute." There are few courts, however, that have followed this rationale. State and federal statutory remedies remain the chief avenue for bringing suits regarding animal protection, and those suits must be brought by a limited number of agencies, granted standing by statute.

B. New Avenues to Achieve Court Access for Animals

The common law has historically identified animals merely as property, lacking any rights. Furthermore, statutory law concerning animals has been based on two assumptions that turn on human interests, and not animals' interests: (1) animal cruelty should be prevented because it is morally debasing for humans to act in an abusive manner; and (2) animal extinction will cripple a vital natural resource for man's use. Because present law is limited to this narrow perspective, reexamination of the inherent value of animals is necessary. Although human lives certainly have recognized value, animal rights advocates argue that animals are valuable in that they can value their own lives; they have feelings and thought processes similar to that of man. Recognizing the inherent value of animals, and giving animals access to the courts through legal guardians and agents, the courts could weigh the interests of animals and provide a remedy to protect them or provide compensation.

110. Id. at 1007. The court held, however, that the clubbing method of killing the baby seals was humane.
111. Id.
112. Id.
113. See, e.g., McCausland v. People, 58 Colo. 303, 305, 145 P. 685, 686 (1914). See also supra notes 32 and 38. See infra note 152.
114. See supra note 25, at 228.
115. See supra notes 35-37 and accompanying text.
116. See supra notes 4 and 30.
117. This is not to argue that animals should be treated as humans in our courts. Humans have an almost absolute protection against death and injury, because we recognize individual human lives as having great worth. The present argument is that animals' lives have value to them, and in that sense they are closer to us than they are to rocks. We should recognize this value, and give animals at least a qualified right to protect themselves.
To achieve real legal protection for animals, courts could be convinced to establish a new tort dealing with animal protection issues.\textsuperscript{118} It is unlikely, however, that courts will be willing to endow a heretofore rightless class with a cause of action which supports a philosophy at odds with society's current view of animals. The court would be faced with policy questions and factual issues that require the balancing of human and animal interests: which types of animals receive which rights;\textsuperscript{119} do animals actually feel pain as humans do; and what does the term "cruelty" mean. Since there are few state legislatures that have specifically defined the rights of animals, the courts will likely be unwilling to tackle such a broad subject without further legislative guidelines.\textsuperscript{120}

What is needed to make animals holders of legal rights, and therefore truly protected, is a legal system which gives those who would protect them access to the full range of judicial remedies available to humans when threatened with death or injury. The question, of course, is how to obtain this access.\textsuperscript{121}

C. The Present State of the Law

1. Historical Development

The use of laboratory animals in research dates as far back as 300 B.C. when an Egyptian scientist used birds to study the effects of

---

\textsuperscript{118}Authors have argued that if animal protection issues are brought before the courts by persons acting as guardians, concerned advocates will then be able to effectively enforce animal protection laws. See Hanula & Hill, \textit{Using Metaright Theory to Ascribe Kantian Rights to Animals Within Nozick's Minimal State}, 19 \textit{Ariz. L. Rev.} 242, 267 (1977). In attempting to decide difficult animal cruelty cases, within the context of ambiguous state anti-cruelty statutes, it is foreseeable that courts may attempt to change the common law by creating a new tort. See Burr, \textit{supra} note 25, at 230.

\textsuperscript{119}In order to be entitled to legal rights, animals must be recognized by a public authoritative body which would review actions based on those rights. In order to manifest legally recognized worth, separate and apart from humans, animals must be able to institute legal actions through a designated agent or guardian whenever necessary. Courts must grant relief after taking into account the animal's injury, and the relief granted by the court must benefit the animal directly. These three conditions were originally adapted to an environmental suit on behalf of natural objects, but may easily be applied to animal rights suits. See Stone, \textit{supra} note 34, at 458.

\textsuperscript{120}See Burr, \textit{supra} note 25, at 231.

\textsuperscript{121}Id. at 229. The courts have additionally addressed an animal's inherent right to life. See, e.g., Smith v. Avanzino, No. 225698 (Super. Ct., San Francisco County, June 17, 1980). In \textit{Avanzino}, the court invalidated the will of a pet owner which had provided for the animal's destruction. Immense public outcry brought about the passage of a California State Senate Bill prohibiting such destruction clauses from taking effect over the objection of the decedent's executor or administrator. See Carlisle, \textit{DeSTRUCTION OF PETS BY WILL PROVISION}, 16 \textit{REAL PROP. PROB. & TR. J.} 894 (1981).
starvation. In Great Britain, during the 1870s, medical students in search of subjects for vivisection would trap pets in the streets and then experiment on them with knives and poisons. A well-known physiologist dissected live dogs, removed their stomachs, replaced them with pig bladders full of food, and then studied the effects of emetics. Live horses were used to test animal heat by inserting long thermometers into their hearts without anesthesia.

British animal rights groups were the forerunners of what is now a worldwide movement. In 1876, the British government passed the

---

122. See Animal Rights in the Lab, supra note 69. Animal experiments replaced those performed on the practitioners themselves, on criminals, slaves, and outlawed races. The life of a slave in the middle ages was spared when he agreed to allow a doctor to remove his kidney. "[U]sing animals for similar purposes was a sign of the general tendency to equalize the rights of man and beast, rather than of low regard for the animal world." R. Lewinsohn, Animals, Men, and Myths 255 (1954). See also id. at 242-58.

123. See E. Turner, All Heaven in a Rage 201 (1964).

124. Id. at 202. An early French physiologist, Claude Bernard, wrote of his experiments: "'A physiologist is no ordinary man. He is a learned man, a man possessed and absorbed by a scientific idea. He does not hear the animal's cry of pain. He is blind to the blood that flows. He sees nothing but the idea.'" Id. Bernard's wife did not share his sentiments. Her kitchen was made the place for his experimentation and she daily watched mutilated dogs wander in and out. She and her daughters opened an asylum for stray dogs and cats, perhaps to offset Bernard's work. Id. Bernard, on the other hand, was given the first French national funeral awarded to a man of science. Id.

125. See id. See also E. Turner, supra note 123, at 201-18 (a historical discussion of early animal experimentation and early British animal advocates); R. Lewinsohn, supra note 122, at 242-51 (animal use as it relates to early inventions). Modernly, researchers estimate that 61% of experiments are not painful for animals, 31% require anesthesia, and 8% are painful and designed as experiments testing pain itself. These figures are disputed, however. Independent research organizations are now calling for tougher standards in the use of anesthesia in animal experimentation.

The Society for Neuroscience now insists on proper use of drugs and anesthesia, noting that avoiding animal discomfort should be the fundamental principle of ethical animal research . . . . The International Association for Pain Research now calls for a scientist to try pain experiments on himself before using them on animals. However, most scientists acknowledge that enforcement of that rule seems difficult.

Animal Rights in the Lab, supra note 69.

126. The British anti-vivisection movement has been greatly influenced by utilitarian philosophers such as Jeremy Bentham, who wrote in 1789:

[A] full grown horse or dog is beyond comparison a more rational, as well as a more conversable animal, than an infant of a day, of a week or even a month old. But suppose the cause were otherwise, what would avail? The question is not, can they reason? Nor, can they talk? But can they suffer?

A. Rowan, supra note 9, at 48 (quoting J. Bentham, Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation 142-43 (1862) (originally published in 1789)). See generally E. Turner, supra note 123.
Cruelty to Animals Act, regulating animal experimentation. Currently, however, animal rights groups are applying growing pressure on Parliament to amend the Act since, in the past, it has proven inadequate for protecting laboratory animals. Federal animal protection laws in the United States are patterned after the British act.

In the United States the first statute prohibiting cruelty to animals was enacted in 1641 by the Puritans of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. It provided that “[n]o man shall exercise any Tyranny or Crueltie towards any brutie Creature which are usuallie kept for man’s use.” In 1928, New York enacted an anti-cruelty law. The enactment of these and other statutes protecting animals, however, was not motivated by a concern for the animals, but rather as a proper means to protect public morality.

This is not to say that proponents of these statutes were not motivated by concern for the animals. The problem was that they were dealing with a legal system that did not recognize any rights for animals. When only humans have rights, then legislation such as the cruelty statutes [sic], which interfere with human property rights, have to be justified in human terms. A particular kind of fiction had to be developed for that purpose.

2. Federal Law

Under great public pressure, the Laboratory Animal Welfare Act was proposed in 1966 to deal with the problems of stolen pets, animal dealers, research laboratories, and to govern the practices used to obtain animals for research. In 1970, the Animal Welfare Act was made law. It broadened the 1966 Act to include regulation of a

---

127. See GR. BRIT. STAT., 39 & 40 VICTORIA, Ch. 77 (1876) (Cruelty to Animals). See generally E. TURNER, supra note 123 (discussing British anti-cruelty laws).
129. See id.
130. Chambers & Hines, supra note 80, at 112-13 (quoting E. LEAVITT, ANIMALS AND THEIR LEGAL RIGHTS (1968)).
131. Id. (quoting E. LEAVITT, ANIMALS AND THEIR LEGAL RIGHTS 13 (1968)).
133. No animal [had] the right to life, or even the right to be free from needless suffering, unless the abuse of an animal constitute[d] a public nuisance or the invasion of another’s property right. This total absence of legal protection was too much for many people sensitive to animal suffering, and resulted in the enactment of statutes aimed at preventing the worst of the abuses.
134. Burr, supra note 25, at 212.
larger group of animal handlers and animals, and was amended in 1976 to regulate carriers and intermediate handlers of animals. The Act is administered and enforced by the Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service. However, enforcement applies only to those "animals" within the Act's definition. Although the Act regulates care, housing, and feeding of laboratory animals, it does not regulate the use of animals during research testing. The use of anesthesia is a minimum standard, required only when such use is "proper." Therefore, protection for laboratory animals under the Act does not include freedom from pain nor does it prevent inefficient and unnecessary experimentation.

A recent General Accounting Office report reveals that research sites were rarely visited, and United States Department of Agriculture employees responsible for the enforcement of the Act spent approximately six percent of their working time on its enforcement.
Because of these problems and the lack of protection the Act provides, animal advocates have been active in lobbying for amendments to the Act.\footnote{145}

Since 1966, numerous amendments have been introduced in Congress, including proposals for enlarging the definition of “animal,” a plan to improve laboratory inspections, phasing in requirements for laboratory testing alternatives, and regulation of the exact uses of animals in laboratory experimentation. The amendments, however, have largely been unsuccessful and have lost in Senate and House Committee votes.\footnote{146} Senator Robert Dole and Representative George Brown have recently introduced companion bills which will further amend the Animal Welfare Act.\footnote{147} The International Society for Animal Research has largely criticized the bills, advocating the abolition, rather than the refinement, of laboratory research using are being followed by the research facility during actual research or experimentation.” 7 U.S.C. § 2143 (1982). However, in May of 1985, the audit by the United States General Accounting Office revealed that these annually required reports are rarely completed and are not audited. See The Paper Curtain, supra note 97, at 4. Copies of the report are available free of charge from the United States General Accounting Office, Document Handling and Information Services Facilities, Post Office Box 6015, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877. See also Rikleen, The Animal Welfare Act: Still A Cruelty to Animals, 7 ENVTL. AFF. 129, 137-40 (1978).

\footnote{145} The Paper Curtain, supra note 97, at 4-5. See also P. Singer, supra note 7, at 281-84 (list of animal rights organizations who actively lobby).

\footnote{146} For a detailed discussion of past legislative attempts, see Note, supra note 1, at 205-11.

\footnote{147} See S. 1233, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985); H.R. 2654, 99th Cong., 1st Sess (1985) (frequently called the Dole/Brown Amendments). H.R. 2654 would amend the Act to establish a federal penalty for damaging or destroying an animal research facility in the form of a fine of up to $250,000 and/or imprisonment for five to twenty-five years (if a person’s life is threatened by the act). S. 1233 would modify the Act; it would

(1) require research laboratories to provide annual reports of their compliance with the Act’s standards of care;

(2) establish committees known as Institutional Animal Committees in all laboratories registered as federal research programs; each committee would include a veterinarian and a person not affiliated with the facility who would represent society's concerns for animal welfare;

(3) require such established committee to conduct semi-annual inspections, file an inspection report, and make such report available;

(4) require research facilities to provide training and information to all personnel involved in the care and treatment of laboratory animals;

(5) prohibit discrimination against employees who report unsatisfactory conditions at research facilities;

(6) establish a national information service to train and educate research personnel in improved methods of animal experimentation, and attempt to eliminate duplication of animal experimentation;

(7) increase the penalties for violation of the Act and add a provision penalizing the release of trade secrets; and

(8) require annual Department of Agriculture inspections at research facilities at least once a year.
animals. It appears that in the face of governmental cut-backs in social programs, when the needs of America's children, elderly, poor, and homeless have taken a back seat to achieving economic growth and military strength, the needs and treatment of animals in the United States will likely remain an unaddressed issue. Nevertheless, groups like the Animal Liberation Front hope to draw attention to this unheralded issue and to build motivation for change through their radical actions. It is tragic and ironic that governmental inaction has prompted some to use violence against people and institutions in order to call attention to the violence perpetrated against animals.

3. State Laws

Anti-cruelty statutes of some type exist in every state in the United States. However, these statutes have proven ineffective in

148. See The Paper Curtain, supra note 97, at 4-5. The Dole/Brown Amendments have been criticized by animal advocate groups on the following grounds:

(1) the bills fail to allow regulation of the design, outlines, or guidelines of actual research or experimentation, thereby continuing to condone animals' suffering during experiments;

(2) reports required by the bills will fail to provide adequate safeguards, because the U.S. Department of Agriculture has no auditing system for these reports;

(3) the member of each Institutional Animal Committee required to represent society's interest is chosen by the facility itself and must possess an animal research background; the bill thereby essentially eliminates most laypeople who might be humanely motivated;

(4) inspections by this committee, in which researchers are a part, will likely be announced and therefore fail to reveal violative conditions;

(5) no provisions for mandating the use of animal alternatives are provided in the bills, therefore, the data bank of information available could remain unused; and

(6) increases, maximum penalty limits, without minimum penalty limits, would continue to allow penalties of as little as one penny for violations of the Act. See id. at 4-5. This information is available from the International Society for Animal Rights, Inc., 421 South State Street, Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania 18411. See also, Sun, supra note 16, at 633.

149. Advocates in other countries have responded to the animal rights movement as well. On November 30 and December 1, 1985, Swiss citizens will vote on the question of nationwide abolition of vivisection. See Swiss to Vote on Abolition of Vivisection, INT'L SOC'Y FOR ANIMAL RTS. REP., Aug. 1985, at 2.

the protection of laboratory animals in much the same way that the Animal Welfare Act has proven ineffective. By implication, the statutes require a balancing between human and animal interests to determine whether a particular act constitutes a violation. Not surprisingly, almost any human interest is sufficient to outweigh almost any animal interest. In the developing statutory prohibition of cockfighting, for example, courts originally held that anti-cruelty statutes did not include such “honorable sports,” and that game cocks were not within the statutory definition of “any animal.” The courts, in interpreting these statutes, weighed the human interest in entertainment against the morality of condoning conduct that hurt animals. The “rights” of the animals are rarely at issue.

State statutes are generally criticized in two respects: (1) for failing to sufficiently define the term “animal,” thereby failing to provide certain animals with protection; and (2) for failing to deal properly with the word “cruelty.”

See Burr, supra note 25, at 212-16.
California's statute contains language typical of most state statutes. Every person who maliciously kills, maims, or wounds an animal, ... cruelly beats, mutilates, or cruelly kills any animal, ... tortured, tormented, deprived of necessary sustenance, drink or shelter, or to be cruelly beaten, mutilated or cruelly killed; ... subjects any animal to needless suffering, or inflicts unnecessary cruelty upon the same, ... is for every such offense, guilty of a misdemeanor.\textsuperscript{157}

Words like "torments," "cruelly," and "needless" are open to varied interpretation. In addition, most laboratory research facilities which use animals are exempted from state interference in "properly conducted scientific experiments or investigations."\textsuperscript{158} California also provides regulations for the use of animals in research,\textsuperscript{159} but advances the policy that public health and welfare depend on the humane use of animals in research.\textsuperscript{160} The issue then revolves around the interpretation of the term "humane."

Some states have recently made advancements in amending animal protection laws regarding the seizure and use of pound animals in laboratory research.\textsuperscript{161} However, despite present state legislation, the laboratory animal is for the most part unprotected. Without a change in the philosophical basis of the state laws toward recognition of the value of animals and endowment of certain rights of protection, the use of laboratory animals will remain unrestricted by state law.

4. Recent Case Law Regarding Laboratory Animals

In the face of common law and statutory roadblocks, it is not surprising that only a few cases dealing directly with the use and treatment of laboratory animals have been brought before the courts. On May 11, 1981, Alex Pacheco became a volunteer in the research laboratory of Edward Taub at the Institute for Behavioral Research in Silver Spring, Maryland. While Pacheco spent his days working in the laboratory, at night he photographed the monkeys used in Dr. Taub's experiments with a comrade standing by with a walkie-talkie. He later took primate experts on a tour of the laboratory, contacted

\textsuperscript{157} \textit{CAL. PENAL CODE} § 597 (West 1970).

\textsuperscript{158} \textit{CAL. PENAL CODE} § 599c (West 1970).

\textsuperscript{159} \textit{CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY CODE} §§ 1650-1677 (West 1979 and Supp. 1985).

\textsuperscript{160} \textit{id.} § 1650. The term "humane" is open to various interpretations. It is defined as "characterized by tenderness and compassion for the suffering or distressed." \textit{THE NEW AMERICAN COLLEGE DICTIONARY} 588 (1966).

\textsuperscript{161} \textit{infra} note 210.
police, and began to document a legal case against Dr. Taub.¹⁶²

On September 11, 1981, police and state animal control authorities armed with a search warrant raided the laboratory and removed the animals. Subsequent veterinarian examination indicated that the monkeys had numerous unhealed wounds and sores, fractured bones, and only stubs where their fingers had been chewed off.¹⁶³

Dr. Taub was unaware that Pacheco was an officer of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, an animal rights group opposed to all animal experimentation.¹⁶⁴ Many animal rights activists are former laboratory assistants who uncovered inhumane treatment in the laboratories in which they worked. They often have found it necessary to leave their work to gather evidence against employers.¹⁶⁵

Under the Maryland anti-cruelty statute, research facilities were not totally exempt from criminal sanctions. Taub was found guilty of six counts of unnecessary cruelty and fined $3,000.¹⁶⁶ The case was then automatically appealed to the Maryland Court of Appeals.¹⁶⁷ The court held that the Maryland statute was inapplicable to research institutions, and dismissed all charges against Taub. The court reasoned that because Dr. Taub was involved in a federally funded research program, subject to the Animal Welfare Act and the detailed regulations of the Department of Agriculture, Maryland statutory law did not regulate his work.¹⁶⁸

Although the Taub case was not considered a victory for the particular animal rights groups involved,¹⁶⁹ the case did receive national attention. It was the first case to bring the issue of mistreatment of laboratory animals to the attention of the legal community¹⁷⁰ and illustrated the inadequate protection that laws, like those in Maryland, offer laboratory animals in mistreatment cases.

A less publicized case, in 1966, brought to the forefront the issue of the use of animals in an educational research setting.¹⁷¹ Using the New Jersey anti-cruelty laws,¹⁷² a New Jersey animal rights group

¹⁶³. See Dr. Taub's Animal House, supra note 162.
¹⁶⁴. For background information on Alex Pacheco, see Starr, supra note 86, at 32.
¹⁶⁵. See K. O'CONNOR, supra note 8, at 97-109.
¹⁶⁶. See Dr. Taub's Animal House, supra note 162.
¹⁶⁸. Id. at 444, 463 A.2d at 821-22.
¹⁶⁹. Dr. Taub's Institute For Behavioral Research subsequently had its $250,000 research program suspended by the National Institutes of Health. See Dr. Taub's Animal House, supra note 162.
brought suit against a city board of education for the actions of a high school student. The student, as part of a science fair project, intentionally infected two chickens with cancer, then killed and dissected them. The court determined that the student was within one of the groups exempt from the statute's prohibitions; the exemptions allow the infliction of unnecessary pain, needless mutilation, and the killing of animals in the course of research, without penalty under law. The court additionally held that the experiments, though painful for the animals, were justified. The case was a poor test case for the New Jersey animal rights group to pick since it lacked evidence of improper care and actual pain inflicted upon the animals.

Finally, in a well publicized case in 1977, charges were brought against Kenneth LeVasseur, an undergraduate research assistant in a marine laboratory, for releasing laboratory dolphins into the ocean.

---


174. Therefore, these characteristics of wantonness and cruelty and lack of any redeeming quality were probably intended to be included within the meaning of the broader prohibited act of unnecessary cruelty and needless mutilation. Accordingly, educational and scientific achievements might well represent the redeeming quality that would constitute the justification for inflicting pain or suffering on animals—to render the cruelty not unnecessary or the mutilation not needless.


175. "I conclude that if there is a truly useful motive, a real and valid purpose, there can, under the statute, be acts done to animals which are ostensibly cruel or which ostensibly cause pain." Id. at 93, 219 A.2d at 206 (footnote omitted).

High schools and universities encouraged students to experiment upon animals under the guise of increasing their scientific expertise or in the quest of scientific competition. Scientific expertise, supposedly gained through the killing and dissecting of live animals in high school laboratories, has been criticized on the grounds that it upsets many students who have little need for dissection skills in the future. Scientific competitions, many criticized as "Prizes for Torture," have encouraged high school students to attempt outrageous and atrocious animal experiments in the hope of winning the grand prize. For example, winners have performed skin grafts on 1,000 mice, dissected the brains of twenty-five mice, blinded and then starved sparrows, and analyzed suppurating holes in the heads of twenty-five squirrel monkeys. Students perform similarly gruesome experiments at the college level. See A. Rowan, supra note 9, at 93-108; Animal Rights, supra note 7, at 364-69.

176. New Jersey Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 91 N.J. Super. at 94-99, 219 A.2d at 208-10. All the equities in the case were with the defendant because it was unclear that the chickens had been improperly cared for or had experienced actual pain during the experiment.

LeVasseur's defense was unique. He claimed a "choice of evils" defense, deliberately choosing theft of the dolphins as an alternative to violating the United States policy for the "protection of laboratory animals." The court ruled, however, that the harm caused by the theft outweighed the potential harm to the dolphins, and affirmed LeVasseur's six month jail sentence.

Despite creative lawyering, overwhelming evidence, and varying circumstances, the courts consistently refuse to hear the voice of animal protectionists when it comes to laboratory research involvement.

The rights view takes a very different stand. No one, whether human or animal, is ever to be treated as if she were a mere receptacle, or as if her value were reducible to her possible utility for others. We are, that is, never to harm the individual merely on the grounds that this will or just might produce "the best" aggregate consequences. To do so is to violate the rights of the individual. That is why the harm done to animals in pursuit of scientific purposes is wrong. The benefits derived are real enough; but some gains are ill-gotten, and all gains are ill-gotten when secured unjustly.

IV. A TRUCE: PROPOSED CHANGES WHICH BENEFIT LABORATORY ANIMALS

Proposed changes which will affect the treatment of laboratory animals are criticized both by scientific researchers who fear medical advancements will be thwarted, and by animal advocates who want abolition of laboratory animal use, not mere compromises. Extremist groups such as the Animal Liberation Front have resorted to civil disobedience and violence, since they are convinced that without this kind of action, laboratory animals will continue to be abused and mistreated. Certainly, for these groups and for many other animal advocates, there are no changes short of complete abolition of

178. LeVasseur, 613 P.2d at 1332.
179. [A]ppellant contended that he chose the lesser of two possible harms when he released the dolphins. Simply put, he contended that he chose to commit a lesser harm of theft in the first degree in order to avoid greater harm either to the dolphins or to the statutorily expressed policy of the United States. Id. See also id. at 1335. See generally Comment, Cetacean Rights Under Human Laws, 21 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 911 (1984) (analyzing the Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 and advocating the protection of cetaceans by granting them legal rights).
180. ANIMAL RIGHTS, supra note 7, at 393.
181. The California Biomedical Research Association was formed to combat the militant animal rights movement. The group is composed of universities and such groups as the American Cancer and Heart Associations. See New Militants, supra note 6; Animal Rights in the Lab, supra note 69.
183. See supra notes 85-91 and accompanying text.
184. In 1982, Animal Liberation Front (ALF) members removed rabbits from the University of Maryland, and dogs from a UCLA research laboratory. Despite claims that heart pacemaker research would suffer a one-year setback, ALF members justified the removal of the dogs by claiming that the dogs had painful abcessed wounds.
all use of laboratory animals which would be to their satisfaction. The proposals for change made herein will be less than adequate for some, yet far too stringent for others. The nature of compromise and truce in the midst of what has developed into a sometimes violent battle over this issue requires that change be made slowly, so that neither side will rebel or be crushed in the other's victory.185

The proposals can be divided into three categories: (1) improvement of federal guidelines and limitations on funding for research involving animal use; (2) promoting researchers' use of alternatives in place of laboratory animals; and (3) revising existing state statutes.

A. Improvements in Federal Funding and Guidelines

Before the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services suspended Dr. Thomas Gennarelli's research experiments on July 18, 1985,186 the National Institutes of Health had provided Gennarelli with $14 million. Congress, through several bills now before the House and Senate,187 has the opportunity to outlaw this useless, expensive research, which sanctions the further mistreatment of animals.

The omissions and limitations of the Animal Welfare Act188 provide inadequate protection for laboratory animals undergoing experimentation. However, because the language of the Act masks its limitations, acknowledgement of the inadequacy of its protection has been slow; only a careful reading of the Act reveals its limitations. Further, because the Act provides for self-regulation of actual research procedures used,189 laboratory animals will continue to suffer

---

185. See Animal-Rights People Are Gaining on Us, L.A. Times, Aug. 27, 1984, § 2, at 5, col. 1 (analogizing the animal rights movement to the civil rights movement of the 1960's).
186. See supra notes 60-65 and accompanying text.
187. See supra note 147.
188. See supra notes 135-44 and accompanying text.
189. See supra note 143.
needlessly. A congressional amendment of the Animal Welfare Act to include guidelines and regulation of the specific permissible uses of laboratory animals is therefore desperately needed.\textsuperscript{190}

The use of laboratory animals in toxicological testing could be decreased by revising governmental guidelines and regulations that require federal approval of such testing. In August of 1984, the Environmental Protection Agency took steps to reduce the use of animals in acute toxicity testing.\textsuperscript{191} These steps included the introduction of new "suggested" guidelines and encouraged alternative methods of laboratory testing.\textsuperscript{192} The National Institutes of Health proposed additional guidelines at a recent research conference.\textsuperscript{193} However, because the Animal Welfare Act fails to provide adequate enforcement of penalties for industries and other research facilities that do not choose the alternatives or that exceed the recommended uses of laboratory animals, the new guidelines serve only to demonstrate an awakened government conscience. Laboratory animals are still deprived of adequate protection.

The Animal Welfare Act needs an overhaul. Congress needs to revise the Act and agencies need to revise current environmental and health regulations to reflect a policy of humane treatment of animals. The current incentives or lack of disincentives for the continuation of cruel animal experimentation must be curtailed. A new comprehensive federal statute (together with revised and uniform state statutes\textsuperscript{194}) should include the following:

1) increased civil damages and criminal penalties for violations (including punitive damages for willful and reckless disregard for the humane treatment of animals);

2) increased licensing fees for all federally funded laboratory research, which funds could then be used to offset the cost of an increase in enforcement of government standards;

3) the creation of an independent state or federal agency that has as its sole functions the enforcement of animal protection, and the training and monitoring of personnel (including animal advocates) in the regulation of federally funded research facilities;

4) allocation of an increasing portion of federal and state research funds toward the development of alternative methods of research.

\textsuperscript{190} See supra notes 147, 148, and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{191} These guidelines discourage the use of animals solely to determine the dose rate at which 50\% are killed. See supra notes 76-78 and accompanying text. The guidelines also encourage the use of alternative tests and set limits for animal use. See New EPA Rules Set to Reduce Harm to Laboratory Animals, supra note 78.

\textsuperscript{192} See New EPA Rules Set to Reduce Harm to Laboratory Animals, supra note 78.


\textsuperscript{194} One author proposes a Model Act for state statutory enactment, classifying animal rights according to animal types. See Burr, supra note 25.
aimed at the eventual elimination of all use of animals in laboratory research;

5) enactment of an efficient plan for frequent inspection of research facilities and their records;

6) clear definitions of the terms "animal," "cruelty," and "humane treatment," among others, so that laboratory animals are endowed with higher and broader standards of care, before, during, and after their use in laboratories;

7) the creation of a continuing program for public awareness and education in the current developments of science, research, and industry and how these developments affect laboratory animals; and

8) a stiff federal penalty for those who intentionally damage or destroy an animal research facility.

Certainly, other proposals exist which would help to promote the humane treatment of laboratory animals. Unfortunately, most of these proposals would require the expenditure of federal funds, which some argue are better spent on human needs. Failure to deal with this issue, however, cannot be excused on economic grounds alone. Without at least some changes in the current law, medical researchers may be threatened with still further reprisals from left-wing animal rights groups that may lead to the disruption of vital medical research.

B. Advancing Alternatives to Animals in Research

The simple argument against many torturous experiments performed on animals is that viable alternatives do exist. As proposed in H.R. 556, entitled the Research Modernization Act, a National Center for Alternative Research would be established to develop and coordinate alternative methods of research and testing. The Center would eliminate or at least minimize the duplication of animal experiments and disseminate information to the research community. Under the Act, thirty to fifty percent of all money grants each year would go toward the development of nonanimal research methods.

The strongest argument against H.R. 556 is that the proposed thirty

195. See Chambers & Hines, supra note 80, at 128-29.
to fifty percent earmarked for nonanimal research was far too great a portion of the total funding, because "hardly any cure, vaccine, operation, drug or therapy has come about without experiments on animals." Yet, the argument fails to recognize the numerous drugs which were tested on animals and still proved harmful to humans. The bill, despite its drawbacks, would significantly advance the development of alternatives, yet leave room for researchers who have no viable testing alternative to the use of animals.

H.R. 556 was defeated, however, because the research community and agencies sponsoring the bill perceived the redirection of research funding as a threat to current research development and programs. Subsequently, H.R. 6928, the Humane Care and Development of Substitutes for Animals in Research Act was sponsored and introduced by eight members of the House Committee on Science and Technology in an attempt to formulate a compromise bill. This compromise bill, which was favorably reported from committee, would have provided increased protection for laboratory animals by instituting rigorous standards of accreditation for laboratories, review by scientific peers, and reduction of the painful methods and numbers of animals used in experiments.

Even this compromise bill was defeated, however, due to arguments that it would have placed economic hardship and research restrictions on the scientific community. Current legislative attempts before Congress may meet with similar defeat in the absence of stronger public awareness of animal rights issues.

The two most controversial animal tests, the Draize test and the LD50 test, could both be halted by the use of alternative testing. In vitro testing and computer modeling are two proposed alterna-
Additionally, there are other alternative methods of testing that could replace the current use of laboratory animals in other fields: data banks (to avoid repeating studies); human dummies; mathematical models; patient models; physiology laboratories; cell cultures; organ cultures; the Ames test (which uses salmonella bacteria to test for toxicity and carcinogenicity); gas chromatography and mass spectrometry; imaging techniques (such as CAT scans); ultrasound; and clinical and epidemiological studies. The varying uses of the computer in medical research is advancing rapidly and may succeed in replacing the laboratory animal in most research, sparing the animals from further infliction of pain.

There are some drawbacks in using these advancements as alternatives to the use of laboratory animals. Even a gradual phasing in of the new equipment and methods will have dollar costs, but more importantly, the transition will probably slow down current advancements. In the face of life-threatening diseases, such as cancer and AIDS, any increased delay means the further loss of human life. The use of alternative methods should therefore begin with less critical research to phase out unnecessary experimentation and to ensure a continuing mode of research for those involved in vital work.

C. Revising State Statutes

Real progress for the rights of laboratory animals on the state level has been much slower than on the federal level. Yet, correction of inadequacies in state law is crucial to the protection of laboratory animals, because state law must fill in the gaps left by federal statutes.

207. See K. O’Connor, supra note 8, at 110-12; A. Rowan, supra note 9, at 261-73; D. Smyth, supra note 196. Scientists claim, however, that tissue cultures must still come from animals and that computer simulations have a very limited use, because computers cannot perform the surgery. See New Militants, supra note 6.

208. See Chamber & Hines, supra note 80, at 118-21. Beyond large scale alternatives, even small changes could benefit animals. At the Scientist’s Center for Animal Welfare Conference held in November 1982, investigators reported that if scientists simply took a brief period of time to train laboratory animals to accept the experimental procedures, rather than using force, the animals would experience less distress. See Arehart-Treichel, Animal Science From The Animals’ Perspective, Sci. News, July 24, 1982, at 59, 61.

209. See supra note 207.

210. California State Senator David Roberti has recently proposed two bills in the California legislature. The first bill would ban the use or importation of pound animals for research in California. The Senator withdrew the bill after fierce lobbying by research groups. See Cal. S.B. 883, Reg. Sess., 1983-84 (failed in committee vote on May 30, 1984). See also California Universities Block Animal Rights Bill, Science, Sept. 12,
While some states have added specific provisions, most state anti-cruelty statutes fail to anticipate cruelty. Many statutes inadequately provide for the swift removal of abused animals and provide only ambiguous definitions of words such as “animal” or “cruelty.” Delay and ambiguity result in a failure to protect laboratory animals on the state level. In response, a model anti-cruelty statute has been proposed.

The model anti-cruelty statute would divide animals into three classes, allocating treatment to each laboratory animal according to its classification. In addition to the classification of animal types, the model statute would impose civil damages and criminal penalties for violations. It would also require laboratories to maintain detailed records of experimentation.

The statute, if enacted throughout the United States, would supplement federal statutory law and acknowledge full protection of laboratory animals at both the state and federal levels, thus providing a clear standard of animal care.

It appears that if animals are going to win the right to be represented in court, the right to have their, as opposed to the state’s or their owners’ injuries considered, and the right to have the court’s remedy flow to their benefit, the impetus will have to come from the legislature. Nothing less than a complete reconsideration and revision of existing animal protection statutes is required.

However, any classification system valuing certain types of animals over others will certainly meet with disapproval by many animal advocates who place all animals or differing animals on a higher scale. Again, looking toward compromise, distinctions between an-
imals and their acceptable uses may be beneficial in forwarding the struggle for change.

Although all the proposed changes mentioned herein have drawbacks, each proposal shares two: expense and lack of political expediency. Perhaps in the face of growing media attention and the continuing use of violent alternatives, the efforts necessary to effect these changes through the legal system will seem more advantageous.220

V. CONCLUSION

The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated.

Mahatma Gandhi221

Dear Ann Landers:

There are no easy answers to resolve the conflict between animal rights advocates and the scientific community. It is the “no room for argument” approach to problem solving that has created broad divisions between both groups, thwarting legislative attempts at resolution, and promoting violent attempts for recognition. The antinomy underlying this issue pits society’s desire to be humane and respectful

220. Available experts and organizations which will continue to be helpful in the formulation of solutions on animal issues include, but are not limited to, The Animal Protection Committee, Young Lawyers Division, American Bar Association, Elinor Modegott, Chairperson; The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, 441 East 82nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10128; Attorney Joyce Tishler, Executive Director of the Animal Legal Defense Fund, 333 Market Street, Suite 2300, San Francisco, Ca. 94105; Friends of Animals, Inc., Medical Research Modernization Committee, and Committee for Humane Legislation, Membership Office, One Pine Street, Neptune, N.J. 07753.

221. Bennan, Research Guide for Animal Welfare and Animal Rights, 4 LEGAL REFERENCE SERVICES Q. 3, 3 (1984). This source also provides an overall guide to current research materials and cases regarding animal rights and welfare issues.
of nonhumans against its maintenance of human superiority and unrestricted use of nonhumans. Many animal advocates maintain the conviction that scientific achievements can never justify the experimental use of animals. Many in the scientific community are opposed to any further restrictions, monitoring, or alternative uses of animals in laboratory experimentation and research. These positions must be intelligently examined and strategies for compromise must be proposed. To label advocates as “fanatics” and researchers as “butchers” smacks of prejudicial ignorance. Rather, the proposals and viewpoints outlined herein are proposed to educate and form a foundation for meaningful discussions between both groups. Progress toward ending the violent destruction of laboratories and ending the animal abuse which sometimes occurs therein, depends on the willingness of both sides to compromise their convictions for the good of nonhumans and humans. Valid compromise proposals are currently before Congress and state legislatures, but they have little chance of passage unless both sides together lobby for adoption.

The issue of granting rights to laboratory animals will not diminish in future years; instead, it will continue to be thrust into the public light as scientific advancements expand to include more animal experiments. Further, the ability of animal welfare groups to effect political change, coupled with the radical actions of left-wing extremist groups, will continue to make the issue newsworthy. The force of increased public awareness and news coverage will eventually compel lawyers, scholars, and politicians to investigate the various factions, analyze the issues, and develop new law in this area. The days of Monday morning quarterbacking are over. All may not become vegetarians as a result, but many may well become carnivores with a conscience. For thousands of laboratory animals each year, the change is long overdue.

BRENDA L. THOMAS